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ABSTRACT
Program planning is the process of splitting a problem description into subtasks that can be solved independently, then composed into a solution. While much has been written about planning since the 1980s, little research looks at modern contexts such as programs to process data tables. Tool support for this sort of planning is even rarer. As part of a project to develop such tools, we have run two studies to try to identify steps, representations, and interactions that would support novice university students in planning and programming multi-task programs that process data tables. This experience report describes our observations so far, while also raising questions about how to make planning useful for students.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Programmers frequently decompose problem descriptions into smaller pieces, which they solve and then combine into a complete solution. Planning refers to strategic approaches to this process in which at least some aspects of the decomposition and composition activities are outlined prior to implementing the final code. Planning is arguably a critical component to programming and system design, especially for multi-person projects.

Novice programmers can also leverage planning when figuring out how to get started on problems and projects that extend beyond what they have written before. In an ideal world, planning could make the programming process more manageable for many students: it could help them outline solutions and provide a structure in which to try and revise approaches to problem tasks before they get mired in the low-level details of specific implementations.

This sounds good in theory, and has for over 40 years (see section 2). Yet planning is rarely taught, and tools to help students with it—and especially to provide them feedback while planning—hardly exist. The community has not yet arrived at consensus for tools and representations for creating and assessing students’ plans or approaches to planning.

We have been trying to teach planning explicitly to novice university students, including creating tools for the process. In this, we tried building on prior work [7, 14] that had success with students who had some prior programming experience. In contrast, we have not succeeded at tool designs that work well for our novice students. This experience report describes the things we’ve tried and summarizes our observations from each. We hope that others who are trying to teach planning might benefit from our experience.

2 RELATED WORK
Early work on planning focused on how students construct code, contrasting situations where students were solving problems with familiar structures versus new ones. Spohrer and Soloway’s model of plan composition in Marcel [15] suggested that novices start from an initial plan then refine it as needed to add tasks and handle errors. Rist’s model of planning for new problems posited that students first identify a recognizable focal computation in a program, then build out the rest of the program around that [12, 13]. Castro [1] also found evidence of Rist’s focal computations among novice students who were developing novel programs via functional programming.

Soloway and Spohrer observed that composing plan fragments appears to be harder for novices than either decomposing problems into subtasks or producing code for familiar subtasks [15]. This work was done in the context of imperative programming with loops and I/O, in which code for different subtasks would need to be interwoven at the level of individual lines, rather than run sequentially or composed through function calls. In our studies, students use higher-order functions and built-in table operations on problems for which sequential and conditional composition suffice.

Only a couple of projects have studied pedagogic strategies for teaching planning. Muller et al. developed “pattern-oriented instruction” in which students learned a collection of named patterns and were taught to label and identify these patterns in solving new problems [11]. de Raadt et al. gave students a “strategy guide” for integrating plans [3]. Both of these efforts centered around imperative programming and their idiomatic constructs.

Cunningham et al. developed purpose-driven programming, an approach to planning, programming, and learning code structures in domain-specific contexts [2]. In their curriculum, learners work
with domain-specific plans for common tasks (e.g., deleting files or searching for all matching tags in a website). Developing a program starts with decomposition into goals and subgoals phrased in terms of the domain-specific tasks. Code schemas for those subgoals are retrieved from a library, then tailored to the problem details. Their proposed plan-and-code development tool starts with code comments to label the goals and subgoals (building on work on subgoal labeling in CS education [9, 10]). Our work is more general purpose (it does not fix a domain), though the names of the higher-order and built-in functions with which our students process tables do carry more semantic information than general-purpose loops.

Representations of plans and how they evolve (notationally) during planning has also been the subject of recent research. Our prior work proposed representing plans as compositions of higher-order functions [14]. That student population (in an accelerated-pace intro course, most with some programming in high school) was effective at recognizing which higher-order functions applied to problem statements and at using these functions as a skeleton for plans [7]. This work also explored the idea of adapting Snap! [6] to planning via custom blocks. Our paper takes inspiration from this work, instead trying similar ideas with novice university-level programmers and for programs that process tables rather than lists.

Scholars have argued that planning is only suitable for some people. Levi-Strauss’ concept of bricolage [8], which involves a more experimental approach to designing solutions, has been applied to computing education [16]. Planning assumes certain cognitive skills, which might not apply to all in neurodiverse populations. We do not claim that planning will work (the same way) for all learners; knowing how different students decompose and/or compose tasks and code, however, is still important for programming instruction.

3 THE ALLURE OF PLANNING

Figure 1 provides a problem that illustrates what our department expects students to be able to solve sometime during their first semester of learning to program. In a nutshell, students are given two CSV tables—one with prices of art pieces in some currency and the other with currency conversion rates—and asked to produce the price of an art piece in a different currency than its baseline one. Samples of the tables and desired computation appear in fig. 1.

Figure 2 outlines the key steps in the computation (these align with the table-manipulation operations presented in our lectures). Students could organize the final code in different ways, depending on which helper functions they create, where they introduce variables, and whether they abstract otherwise duplicated computations into helper functions. At the time of this assignment, students have been shown only one way to extract a row from a table (using a built-in higher-order function to find rows based on predicates).

Having assigned this or similar problems for many years, certain challenges arise frequently. Some students can’t get started (decomposition challenges). Some do, but try to process both tables simultaneously (subtask-separation challenges). Some get code that works but the final structure of their helper functions or expressions is unwieldy (composition challenges). We hypothesize (or at least want to believe) that support for planning would help. We are trying to teach students to extract and follow an outline at the level of granularity in fig. 2 (though not necessarily in that format).

4 WHAT MAKES FOR USEFUL PLANNING?

We view planning as a process by which a problem statement is decomposed into parts that can be implemented, then composed into a solution. A plan outlines the decomposed parts and how they will fit back together. Planning could be viewed as a process in which a plan is created before coding begins, and program elements are developed and composed according to the plan. Such a clean view is unrealistic in practice. Part of planning involves understanding the problem, which can involve writing some pieces of code. This could lead to refinement of the plan.

What, then, makes for useful planning? Regardless of whether a plan is fully created prior to coding or is developed concurrently with bits of coding, we posit that useful planning helps a student work on subtasks of a problem in isolation, while still keeping track of how each subtask fits into a bigger picture. Thus, the subtasks in a plan should be at a granularity that the student knows how to solve (say, because they have previously solved similar
problems). This implies that different students could have different plans for the same problem. For a student to work productively from a plan, the subtasks (and their intended compositions) should also be readily implementable in code. Since different languages and platforms have different constructs at different levels of abstraction, this implies that plans are not necessarily language-agnostic. This may be contentious, especially since plans should allow for multiple implementations. With the end goal of planning and plans being the production of code, however, we must assume that students will be thinking about what pieces they can build, and how, as part of the planning process; language features affect this, especially for novices who know only a handful of constructs.

Our challenge, then, is to figure out how to teach, support, and assess planning in ways that help students

- make sense of problems,
- track high-level subtasks,
- sketch out how subtasks compose, and
- adapt when initial ideas fail to work as conceived.

Each of these pieces raise their own questions about how to represent that piece and how to support a programmer in working productively between the pieces and the eventual code.

5 OUR TEACHING CONTEXT AND STUDENTS

We work at a highly selective university in the USA. We ran the experiments in this paper across two consecutive offerings of a CS (computer science) course for novices (here called CS-NOV). The course follows the “data-centric” approach [5] to combine data science and computer science concepts. Students learn to write programs to process and analyze data tables (loaded from CSV or Google Sheets), as well as basic data structures (lists, records, trees, dictionaries). The course starts in functional programming, then transitions to Python for stateful programming and working with Pandas. The course attracts roughly 200 students per semester from all class years and many intended majors. Most students do not intend to major in CS, but rather want to learn some programming and computing to apply to work in other disciplines.

6 OUR EXPERIENCES

Recall that our focus is on experiments that inform building tools to help students with planning. Here, we look at two approaches. The first was tool-driven and based on promising prior work, but effectively failed. The second set aside tooling to focus on notations and how, as part of the planning process; language features affect this, especially for novices who know only a handful of constructs.

6.1 Planning with Blocks

Inspired by previous work showing that university students with prior programming experience could effectively construct viable plans using higher-order functions [14], we decided to see whether this also applied with the novice students in CS-NOV. The previous work had created custom Snap! [6] blocks to enable drag-and-drop planning; we did the same in our context of table operations.

Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the setup that we provided our students for the currency-conversion problem (fig. 1) during Fall semester 2022. Students were given a palette of blocks corresponding to operations on tables that they had been learning (see lower left of fig. 3). Unlike with conventional blocks programming, however, these table-operation blocks allowed both nested blocks and, crucially, free-form text within the holes in each block.

The ability to use free-form text enables planning as opposed to coding: a student can describe what should happen within that block without writing any code. Each student could individually choose to use prose at the point where they felt a textual description would suffice, and could control the level of detail in that prose. Nesting of blocks provides a structured notation for subtask composition.

As instructors, we liked that Snap! programs could be saved (and submitted) as XML files: we hoped to create analysis tools that read the XML and provided students with automated partial feedback on the quality of their plans (e.g., did it follow one of the expected shapes). Completely free-form text or diagrams would be hard to parse to give feedback. We believe that students are more likely to use program design tools that give actionable feedback, so this feature was important to our instructional goals.

Usage: Students used the blocks-based planning tool in three assignment contexts: they were introduced to it during a TA-facilitated (ungraded) lab (roughly a month into the course), then they used it on the assignment containing the currency-conversion problem (one week later), then they optionally used it as part of a course project with a large design component (two weeks later).

Experience: Students used the blocks in different ways on the currency-conversion problem. Figure 4 shows a submission that took advantage of free-form text in blocks. This solution sets up a couple of helper functions (fun) blocks, but doesn’t try to nest all of the blocks (though the prose indicates the intended nesting). The function arguments needed to filter the tables (the filter-with blocks in the right column) are described only in prose. In contrast, the solution in fig. 5 puts complete code into the free-response boxes (along with small bits of prose). Some of those code fragments define new functions; some use conditionals. The solution does not use the built-in blocks for these constructs. (The free-form areas are not code-editor windows, so the code in those areas lacks indentation.)
We conjecture that the student for fig. 5 may have written much of the code first, then gone back to create plans (we know many students did this based on discussion board posts and office hours). However, the lowermost box (with the definition of `convert`) does not contain valid code: there are errors with syntax, unbound variables, and the table contents. This student may then have interleaved planning and coding. Regardless, this “plan” is much closer to code than we were hoping to see. The plan in fig. 4 was much closer to what we expected and hoped for.

During the assignment, many students expressed uncertainty regarding the level of detail and style that the instructor was looking for in plans. Students did not feel they had been given sufficient instruction regarding expectations (despite the lab, a lecture, and a separate course resource on planning); a few explicitly asked how to maximize their grades. For at least some students, planning was seen as a requirement rather than an actual aid to their programming process. Other students, in contrast, came to office hours with plans in hand and sought help in working between plans and code.

The Problem of Conditionals. Conditionals, in particular, created confusion regarding the boundaries between plans and code. We had emphasized in lecture that plans were meant to be high-level outlines of how a computation would be done; they should not be as detailed as final code. None of the examples that we covered in lecture or in lab needed (or used) conditionals. The currency-conversion problem doesn’t need them either. The only conditional behavior is in the table `filter-with` operation, which takes a predicate (as a function) as an input. For the final currency-conversion code, this predicate simply returns the result of an equality test between two values (as shown in the top free-form box in fig. 5). However, many students in CS-NOV found it confusing to program directly with Boolean expressions, and instead used them in an `if` (a style we noticed in their programming that seemingly carried over to their plans as well). Indeed, we more often saw `if`-expressions at the code level as in fig. 5 than at the planning level as in fig. 4.

Feedback. Overall, however, students had extensive complaints about doing block-based planning. These were sufficiently numerous that we made the use of blocks optional on the course project, even though students had to produce some form of plan. Out of 104 project submissions, only four students appeared to use Snap! instead, most students wrote to-do list style outlines (like fig. 2). To better understand what happened, we added an optional ungraded question to the final exam asking students about their experience with the blocks-based planner. Out of 195 students who took the final, 138 responded. Representative comments include:

Snap! was time-consuming & unhelpful b/c they required too many parts that were not realistic to my thought process when actually coding.

I planned all my code in writing and after writing the code did Snap!.

I plan using pen and paper and Snap! is too structured.

Snap! felt like busywork to me mostly. I mean it was helpful to some degree for cementing how different code
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Figure 6: Two to-do list plans at different detail levels

pieces fit together: conditionals, helper functions, etc., but I think it took more time than it’s worth.

My thought process isn’t like snapping LEGOs together [...] I do understand teaching how to plan is important [but let] students upload a picture/PDF of their written/typed checklist so there’s flexibility on how to think (arrows, bullet points, etc) and then very leniently grade and/or analyze those.

After processing the student work and feedback, we concluded that the blocks-based planning experiment had failed in CS-NOV (in contrast to the earlier findings [14] with more experienced students; we return to this contrast in section 7). We decided to return to the drawing board, have students plan in more free-form style in the next semester, and see what insights we might gain about providing tool support for planning for novice CS students.

6.2 Open-Ended Planning of Table Functions

Given that students perceived blocks as too rigid (despite the ability to write free-form text inside the holes), in Spring 2023, we relaxed the medium and let students use plain paper. We also gave them complete freedom in how they wanted to present their plans. For guidance, we showed students both a textual form of plan like a to-do list (similar to fig. 2), and a visual one using diagrams. Students saw plans for 3-4 programs across lecture and lab (with more examples of the textual form). We informed students that they were free to use any format that appealed to them, even if it did not match the above two. Crucially, we did not show the block-based notation or offer them Snap!. We asked students to experiment and comment on their choices. Students did so by turning in this information and their plan (typically scanned to PDF) alongside their final code.

Results. We again consider the currency-conversion problem. The resulting plans were mostly “correct” in their correspondence to the problem statement, but at different levels of detail. Figure 6 shows examples of both minimal and detailed plans. The minimal plan is not entirely correct (the third step for ordering based on cost is not appropriate for the problem). The detailed plan makes creative use of indentation and color to outline implementation plans for each high-level step (we had not shown something like this in lecture or lab). Nearly all of the to-do list plans were at one of these extremes (minimal or with code or implementation detail).

Mixing Notations. Most students used just one notation in their plan; the vast majority were to-do lists. We were surprised that only six students used more than one, especially since it would be easy to do so on paper. We invited each of the six for a private in-person interview about their choices. We explained that we were trying to design tools to support planning, so we were also interested in their thoughts on how tooling could help their planning process. This section discusses the feedback from three students. Each was working on an expanded version of currency conversion in which the two currencies could appear in either order in the table.

Student A. This student used a both a diagram and a to-do list. The diagram covered the extraction of the conversion rate from the currency table, while the to-do list covered the use of that rate to determine the converted price from the second table.

The student reported that planning was useful because the operations they wanted to use manually didn’t line up with those in the programming language. Planning with the diagram felt “dumber”, but planning with text seemed too similar to writing code, which created a mental block for the student. Regarding choosing between the two, the student said “When I could visualize in my mind, I only needed text. When it doesn’t fit in my head, I made a diagram”. The student reported that they tried going back to the plan when they got stuck, but usually found that their mistakes were in the low-level code rather than the plan. Overall, the student wished for “frameworks for approaching problems” as they were used to in social science research or the scientific method (CS-NOV already teaches the design recipe from *How to Design Programs* [4]; our planning work is an attempt to expand on it).

Student B. This student tried both a high-level text to-do list plan and a more detailed diagram-based plan. They found that text
and the ability to scribble down ideas informally was easier. The student reported putting more detail into the plan for “fear that we were going to get counted off”. They switched from planning to coding when planning grew tiresome. They also mentioned that which device they were using affected their plan representations: “maybe it would’ve been easier to make diagrams on my laptop, but I don’t like doing it in all English, because I find it very difficult wouldn’t learn it”. In general, they were more interested in having which device they were using affect their plan representations:

They switched from planning to more instructions or examples rather than a tool. They reported putting more detail into the plan for “fear that we would get counted off”. The student replied “I tend to use what I’m familiar with, so even if there’s a tool I probably wouldn’t learn it”. In general, they were more interested in having more instructions or examples rather than a tool.

**Task 1:**

1. Find the row in the conversion table that has the starting currency in the “from-c” column and the desired currency in the “to-c” column
2. Extract the conversion rate from the row in the “conv-rate” column
3. Multiply the price by the conv-rate

Student C. This student wrote plans as comments in their code. They reported trying to engage with planning, but found they already think in code and “Didn’t like having two artifacts out of sync”. The student preferred a code-based format to free-form text: “I don’t like doing it in all English, because I find it very difficult to look and determine what’s what. I like using variable names for that.” This student did find planning helpful, both for seeing the decomposition and because plans give a way to collect signatures for functions that would eventually be needed, but having a planning tool was not attractive: “Naming variables as steps, possibly with functions that would eventually be needed, but having a planning tool was not attractive: “Naming variables as steps, possibly with English headers, would be my most productive version of the plan because then I could just go straight into the code”.

```cpp
// Create and exchange-rate-test: Table, starting currency :: String) -> Image (bar chart of conversion rates from the given currency to all the other available currencies, direct and inverse)
bar-chart(f from-c to-c)
    @ table-a = filter-with(CURRENCY-CONVERSION, lambda(r): r
    @ table-b = filter-with(CURRENCY-CONVERSION, lambda(r): r
    @ table-b-flipped = table-b where from-c and to-c values are flipped, and the conv-rate will be 1/conv-rate
    @ combine table-a and table-b-flipped (using add-row() and a lambda in the add-row)
    @ bar-chart(combined-a-b-table, 'currency-component', 'grade-weight')
```

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our experiences across the two semesters raised interesting trade-offs between block-based and free-form notations for planning. In general, we saw more variation in the nature of plans with the block-based tool. The “free form” plans were nearly all to-do lists with similar high-level steps, though some steps were more detailed than others. With blocks, students focused more on control flow using either if-expressions or named functions and function calls; the vast majority of plans were either function-oriented, conditional-oriented, or to-do list style sequences of steps. The provided blocks shaped the plan structures. In contrast, the lack of structure in “free form” mode seemed to result in to-do lists being a default.

In contrast to our previous data [14], the CS-NOV block-based plans seemed messier and more code-like. We later realized that the problems in the previous paper had required boolean predicates, but not conditional logic. Students who used to-do lists sometimes captured conditionals via nested bullets; others wrote separate bullet lists for if and else without nesting. Those working in blocks could use explicit if-blocks or if-like expressions in free-form text. Since there was no way in Snap! to nest blocks within free-form text, however, once students wrote if-expressions, they stayed in code-like notation. This raises future work questions about how to represent conditional branches in plans.

Proportionally more students in CS-NOV expressed frustration with Snap! than in the previous study. Some students found it confusing to learn a second notation; many complained that the blocks didn’t offer (enough) benefit. Perhaps students already understood how to do the problems, weren’t sure what good plans look like, or didn’t know how to leverage plans to write code. This needs further study, as students will (reasonably) resist planning if they do not perceive benefits to doing so. Explicitly teaching how to use plans when coding and debugging might also help convey benefits.

Returning to our “useful planning” criteria from section 4, this paper highlights the need for deeper study of how notations support planning for composition, which was where student plans most often fell short. Little research has looked explicitly at this, despite existing work showing that it causes students more difficulty than decomposition [1, 15]. Some to-do list plans leave the mechanisms for composing steps unspecified, leaving students stuck after they implement individual steps. Some students put explicit variable names in plan steps to support later composition, but most do not. Diagram-based plans use arrows or lines to connote all of sequential control-flow, conditional control-flow, and data flow; this overloading of arrows could cause later confusion. Future studies of planning should focus on forms of expressing composition, how they might help students structure code, and how to encourage students to think about planning beyond decomposition.

Studying composition would also enrich conversations about structured planning versus bricolage in CS education. Bricoleurs may prefer experimentation to structured decomposition, but both approaches eventually end up having to compose parts of solutions into effective wholes. How do students who take each approach deal with composition, and how might we better support them at doing so? We still have much to learn from studying planning across its own component subtasks.
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